PROCEEDINGS OF THE BROWN COUNTY
HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE
Pursuant to Section 19.84 Wis. Stats., a regular meeting of the Brown County Human Services Committee was
held virtually on Wednesday, November 18, 2020.

Present:
Also Present:

I.

Supervisor Brusky, Supervisor Borchardt, Supervisor Evans, Supervisor Sieber, Supervisor Jacobson
Health and Human Services Director Erik Pritzl, ADRC Director Devon Christianson, ADRC
Assistant Director Christel Giesen, County Veteran Service Officer Joe Aulik, Public Health Officer
Anna Destree, HS Finance Manager Eric Johnson, Director of Community Programs Jenny
Hoffman, Nursing Home Administrator Samantha Behling, BC Health Community Engagement
Manager Andrea Kressin, Deputy Executive Jeff Flynt; Supervisors Schadewald, Lefebvre, Chu,
Erickson, Dorff, Coenen; Jenni Oliver, Haley BeMiller, Laura McCoy, Maureen Perkins, other
interested parties.

Call Meeting to Order.
The meeting was called to order by Chair Brusky at 5:30 pm.

II.

Approve/Modify Agenda.
Motion made by Supervisor Borchardt, seconded by Supervisor Sieber to modify by moving the ADRC
after Item 11. Vote taken. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.

III.

Approve/Modify Minutes of October 20, 2020.
Motion made by Supervisor Sieber, seconded by Supervisor Borchardt to approve. Vote taken.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.

Comments from the Public
Chair Brusky informed the County Board office did not receive any electronic ‘Comments from the
Public’, however at 12:28 p.m. she personally received an email with six letters and two statements in
which she went over and are attached.
Tara Yang – Green Bay
Yang, not a lobbyist, informed she was a public attendee speaking on behalf of the Hmong community in
Green Bay and across the country about the declaration regarding racism a health crisis. Her family lived
in Green Bay for over 30 years and small business owners for 15 years and counting in downtown Green
Bay. They stand in solidarity and in support of declaring racism as a public health crisis and briefly
explained why.
Sister Melanie Maczka – Executive Director of Casa ALBA Melanie, Hispanic Resource Center
Maczka, not a lobbyist, stated over the past years Brown County has been increasingly enriched by the
presence and contributions of people of color. They’re neighbors, coworkers, and they send children to
school together to learn. She was committed to working for equity for all people in this community. She
was present to speak for Latinos. They were 9% of Brown County and continue to grow. The estimation
of children of color accounted for 54% in the Green Bay school system, 30% Latino. She noted health
was a major issue, especially mental health and it affects the entire family. She urged the County Board
to endorse this public statement and make it an impetus to work for change in the society. She explained
what the change involved.
Dr. Eddie Moore, Jr., 600 Ridgeview Ct., Green Bay
Moore, not a lobbyist, the founder and President of a non‐profit in town, The Privilege Institute (TPI) and
as one of the few African American leaders he wanted to officially go on record saying The Privilege

Institute stands in support of this initiative declaring racism a public healthcare crisis. This week the
American Medical Association officially defined racism as a public health threat.
Brown County Board Supervisor Cassandra Erickson
Erickson stated counties and municipalities in addition to considerable health experts had worked to
identify this and proactively addressed this in their respected communities. She believed this was an
important first step in Brown County in the movement to advance racial equity and justice and she
hoped with this passing it’s followed by strategic action as well. If they follow the medical experts and
science, they have the data and statistic needed to support it.
Dr. Corey King
King is the Vice Chancellor for University Inclusivity and Student Affairs at the University of Wisconsin
Green Bay. He was present to speak on behalf of Chancellor Alexander and the entire UWGB community,
to speak in support of this resolution. His position was created to support such a resolution. The idea and
notion that racism still exists in our country is appalling, however the leadership of this board to address
that racism and recognize it as a public health crisis is in line with the university and they applaud their
efforts. They join in support of this resolution and pledge their support as an institution of higher
education to assist in assessment, research, outreach and any other tools necessary as this board
recognizes racism as a public health crisis. They urge the committee to pass the resolution and they join
to ensure that the community, the state and the nation is inclusive for all people.
Richard Schadewald, Board of Health Chairman
Schadewald’s main concern was why this was only a public health crisis and not a political or social crisis?
He didn’t understand the limiting of this to public health and the quantifying of racism as public health
issue. The Public Health Departments across the United States have been dealing with the pandemic and
vaccines, etc. He doesn’t understand why people want to pigeon hole this into a public health crisis. His
experience in his 63 years of life and 35 years as a History teacher, racism has been that racism is evident
in all forms of government. He’s not against them looking at all the Brown County departments, policies,
laws or practices but should recognize what it is. He worries that if they say it’s just a public health crisis,
that’s not the solution.
Brown County Board Supervisor Kathy Lefebvre
Lefebvre thanked Schadewald for bringing that up, it is true that racism is in a lot of things and something
the county had to look at. Whatever they talk about when getting into the actual Item, that they
acknowledge this also. The resolution can change however they bring up.
Natalie Bomstad, Executive Director of Wello
Bomstad spoke at their August meeting on why this resolution is so important for the community. They
talk often around vaccines and prevention and there was another part of public health around social
determinants of health and where racism is a public health crisis, this resolution was addressing. All
social determinants collectively had an impact on the health of individuals and of the population. The
resolution was taking up that they know that systemic racism is in many forms and parts of the world and
it was about how to come together to reimagine what these structures can look like to eliminate racism
and its negative effects on health and quality of life in the community. As a Brown County citizen and a
member of Wello, she shared there were 20+ organizations across Brown County that have already come
together to declare racism is a public health crisis. It required all of them to address this affectively.
1.

Review Minutes of:
a. Children with Disabilities Education Board (September 15 & 30, 2020).
b. Veterans’ Recognition Subcommittee (October 20, 2020).
Motion made by Supervisor Borchardt, seconded by Supervisor Jacobson to suspend the rules to take
Items 1a & b together. Vote taken. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Motion made by Supervisor Sieber, seconded by Supervisor Evans to receive and place on file Items 1a
& b. Vote taken. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Communications

2.

Communication from Supervisor Lefebvre re: I am asking the Human Service/County Board adopt the
following NACO resolution the Executive Committee passed, urging the Federal Government to ‐
Declare Racism a National Public Health Crisis ‐
1‐ Assert that racism is a public health crisis affecting our entire country.
2‐ Leverage a racial equity lens in evaluating federal policy.
3‐ Develop relevant policies aimed at improving health and economic opportunity in communities of
color and;
4‐ Support local, state and federal initiatives that advance social justice.
Lefebvre informed NACO’s Executive Committee passed this resolution. She thought it was very
important because she had been hearing reports of health issues with people of color with Covid. Also,
some of the people who already spoke were from different organizations in the community and she had
a list of others that haven’t spoken but signed on to the resolution going around from Wisconsin Health.
Motion made by Supervisor Sieber, seconded by Supervisor Borchardt to approve the Resolution
“Racism is a Public Health Crisis” provided by Supervisor Chu and forward to the County Board.
Referring to Schadewald’s public comments, Supervisor Dorff didn’t read it as focusing specifically on
Public Health as the department but as looking at racism as a whole and its many different facets and
acknowledging that it has health consequences for people of color and because of the scope of it, it was
a public health crisis. Prior to being a Brown County Board Supervisor she was a certified childbirth doula
and educator and there were a lot of health disparities in the childbirth world both for mothers and
infants. She felt they should start addressing that and acknowledging the problem with a resolution was
the first step.
Schadewald responded when looking at the resolution, he understood the “Whereas” and most of the
“Therefore, Be It Resolved” except for when you talk about “Conducts an assessment of internal policy
and procedures to ensure racial equity is a core element of Brown County services…” questioning, are
you just talking about Public Health? He sees what they’re going to end up with in the future, people
saying racism is a Public Health crisis but it’s not a crisis anywhere else because they identified it as such.
He would prefer to see a resolution that strictly talks about improving Public Health using any
parameters they want. He was born in 57, when talking about racism, there was a long history and this
idea that it’s a Public Health crisis was being timid, weak. It’s a social, political, economic crisis. To him a
Public Health crisis was the wind turbines, a human health hazard that Public Health has to deal with. It
made sense to look at Public Health and see where racism could be a factor and look at improving it as
some of their Whereas’ do. He briefly went over the “Therefore” sections and noted they were talking
about systematic racism, which they knew exists in the United States and every country of the world. If
they were working for that or get the initiatives that advance social justice, that’s not the Public Health
Department. It’s a bigger picture and to put racism as a Public Health crisis and not the reality, he doesn’t
see the long end game in that. He respects everyone and different opinions but they’ll pass these
resolutions and they’ll get lost. If the group really wants to look at racism, talk about racism in Public
Health but also talk about their other “Therefore” in the areas they belong.
Borchardt questioned where Schadewald would place this? Schadewald responded, a resolution to
combat racism in the Public Health community. Pass a resolution that recognizes racism exists in many
areas, i.e. economic, political and social. Brown County could be a leader in saying that they were going
to look at their programs, policies, organizations, those that they support and they were going encourage
people to build the alliances and partnerships that would reduce racism and encourage entitles to
recognize racism exists in our system, not recognize racism as a Public Health crisis.
Jacobson stated resolutions are fine, it was them making a statement and she was in support of that
statement but she was much more of an action person. She questioned where was the timeline and
strategic plan behind this? Without that there was no change, it was just them making a blanket
statement so where was the action and who makes the action and who will be in charge of the action?
Who will be tasked with creating the strategic plan? Was the timeline part of the public comments?
Were they going to involve the greater community in making this happen?
Erickson personally believes this was a Public Health crisis because the stress of experiencing racism on a

daily basis, something she can’t speak to, but others in the community can, puts a person’s body in
survival mode. That stress of survival starts at birth. In the midst of a pandemic, she feels like for
whatever reason and at times overlook, all of this is amplified, loss of work, disparities in our healthcare
system, not getting treatment that they need. Those people are now dying at a higher rate. Medical
experts who understand the threat of racism and the increased risk that many disenfranchised people in
our community are facing. She was excited to hear Jacobson’s comments, because they do need to act
and this should be followed by action. This was just a first step to advance racial equity and it needs to be
followed by strategic action.
Evans appreciates what everyone has said and agreed with Schadewald. If Brown County passes this
what are their actions? What are the repercussions and penalties for systemic racism in the organizations
within Brown County, if they find racism? Were they going to go in as the Health Department? What
makes him nervous was when some of these organizations sign on. For example, Dr. Rai, President at
Prevea, his letter is part of addressing public health crisis, a systemic racism. Prevea is adding a full‐time
Diversity Inclusion Professional to identify discrepancies. It makes Evans nervous when Prevea Health is
saying that their organization has systemic racism in it and they are trying to figure out how to prevent it.
He gives them credit for acknowledging they have racism in their organization and a lot more credit for
trying to identify how they are going to prevent it. He has taught in the Green Bay Public Schools and
appreciates what they want to say but from what he’s seen, they do a fantastic job of educating all
children, not white, not minorities but all children. He has seen no racism in the Green Bay Public
Schools. The teachers are phenomenal on how they’re dealing with every child. He understood We All
Rise African American Resource Center, they were living the thick of it and he appreciates everything
they are saying and he’s sure they are doing a great job. United Way, President and CEO, an African
American woman, was doing a fantastic job. YWCA was run by an African American lady and she does a
phenomenal job. He didn’t think this belonged in Brown County government. It belonged with Wello
whose purpose was to make Brown County a better place. Let them bring everyone together. They had
the speaker from UWGB, Evans was a UWGB graduate, he questioned if there were problems or systemic
racism in the education at UWGB all of the sudden? He was glad they had someone there to help with
the minority population, who have a little more difficult time getting an education but reiterated, let
these individual organizations take care of it. Once you let the government in, you are going to have
problems. As Supervisor Jacobson stated, they get into the actions of it but those actions create
repercussions and penalties. You will see organizations be identified as racist organizations, systemically
hurting people and he has a problem with that. He didn’t think it was Brown County’s place to be the Big
Brother of all these organizations. If they pass this, there has to be some teeth to it and he felt it was very
dangerous what they were asking for.
The info pertaining to social justice, Evans agreed with and believed but in 2020 he was completely
confused now more than ever what social justice has become. It seemed to mean something different to
everyone at each social justice organization.
Like in August, Evans wanted to know what health care agencies in Brown County are denying care to
minorities or are systemically racist against them. If people are signing on to this and saying this is a
problem, they have to identify where those problems are and identify those organizations. He wants to
know what grocery stores are denying healthy foods to minorities. Gyms denying access to minorities. Is
WIC or EBT Assistance being denied to minorities?
The Wisconsin Department of Civil Rights notes 70 cases of housing discrimination in 2017, nothing after.
There are 25,327 Attorneys in the Wisconsin Bar Association and no cases of discrimination based on
healthcare under Section 1983, maybe that’s something they have to look at. Children’s Hospital is not
denying anyone. He believed there was some personal responsibility for this and referenced a Men’s
Health article written by an accomplished 31‐year old African American doctor. It reads, “We’ve seen
how COVID disproportionately affects the Black community. Adding to that, there’s been a persistent
disparity between the number of Black doctors and patients. If you go all the way back to the 1970s, the
number of Black male applicants to medical school has only declined, despite the growing patient
population of minorities from low socioeconomic backgrounds. That speaks volumes—and it creates
issues.” Evans questioned, how does Brown County solve that? It goes on, “What we have come to find
is that these individuals are more vulnerable to health‐care‐related problems. One, they may not have
health insurance altogether.” Evans responded, there was the Affordable Care Act that the Obama

Administration and everyone was supposed to have it otherwise it was a penalty. “Two, they tend not to
see a health‐care provider until the last minute, because they try to deal with it themselves.” Evans
questioned what Brown County government could do about that? Maybe Wello, Prevea, the YWCA or
United Way could do something about it, better than Brown County. “And three, their lack of health
literacy can make it hard for them to understand what their physician is saying.” Evans furthered, they
have these organizations out there that need to be helping the people and they will do a fantastic job. He
reiterated it would be extremely dangerous to pass this resolution. If they pass this, he is going to bring it
back to ask what the penalties are and they have to be absolutely severe penalties because this is racism.
Health and Human Services Director Erik Pritzl wanted to respond as to how this resolution related to
Health and Human Services and the Public Health Division. He informed this is a very big policy discussion
and Evans was entirely correct in saying you have to look at all the parts to this, it was important. If they
speak in support, it was not that they were doing it from an enforcement angle. There are civil rights
compliance that enforces things like this. As a department they deal with civil rights compliance issues
and investigations. He didn’t think compliance was what they were into here. If they enter a conversation
with the community, he didn’t think all the action steps were lined up and didn’t have that conversation
about what is the strategic plan? If they come to the table with all these community partners with
support, they were saying from a policy perspective, our oversite committee has said this is something
we need to look at. That they were coming with that endorsement and they have to focus on this as a
priority and resources may be needed to address it. They can’t argue against what they see as health
outcomes and how those are affected by race. There were people that present a lot of information and
they know those social determinants of health play a really big role in that. It wasn’t just the Public
Health division, their department was very big. It includes public benefits, medical, food share, mental
health services both in patient and out, child welfare services, etc. They do need to have a critical eye
from time to time and question if they are doing their best work in this area and hear things as they
participate that they need to focus on. This gave them a star to guide them to some extent. Part of this
was understanding what Public Health has done because they do a community health assessment, a
community health assessment, improvement plan, community members and stakeholders and it would
be good to have a snapshot of it. Regardless of what action they take on this, they were going to
continue that work. This put them at the table with the same support that Wello comes to the table with,
for example. He doesn’t make these decisions in isolation, he wouldn’t sign a declaration unless they had
this discussion because this was the policy place.
Public Health Officer Anna Destree informed that BC Health Community Engagement Manager Andrea
Kressin and her team which was made up of public health strategists has been charged with
incorporating health equity and health in all policies in several initiatives. Destree informed in May 2018,
the Wisconsin Public Health Association, which is an advocacy body for Public Health Departments,
declared racism a public health crisis. As a result of that, health in all policies was identified as a key
strategies for local health departments to take for minimizing health disparities and the resulting health
equities in our community. Brown County Public Health as a WPHA member shares priorities and
advocates for health in all policies in alignment with this declaration.
Kressin shared some of the work that Public Health was doing and how they integrated the concepts of
health equity and health in all policies into their planning efforts and how they operationalized key
actionable strategies within a number of the objectives outlined in their state grant work and in some
community partnerships.
Pritzl added this was a large topic and impacts so many, when you have topic in front of you that was
really difficult, you don’t know what that first action step is. Sometimes what the county does, they form
or assign a subcommittee of the County Board or Human Services Committee to work on these type of
issues and is charged with identifying that action plan, etc.
Sieber thanked the public for speaking. This was more than Public Health, racism was much more than a
Public Health crisis and it needed to be addressed, they need to try to tackle it and overcome it at some
point in time. Nowhere in the resolution does it say they were pigeonholing it. As outlined in the six
action steps, it clearly was not just a public health crisis. Nowhere does it mention penalties, they were
not to be enforcing racism or going through private companies ensuring they were not racist. The
county’s role was to foster the conversation to help people overcome racism and for them to become a

healthier better community by tackling racism. What he felt was dangerous was burying their head in the
sand and pretending like this doesn’t exist and that our community is not impacted by racism and
maintaining status quo. They need to do more and step out of their comfort zone. He applauds the
companies that have stepped forward to address and say they do have systemic racism within their
corporation and company. It was something that exists everywhere. To keep passing this off is a
dereliction of their duty in his opinion. He would like to make sure this passes, that they work on this as a
community to address what they can. He believed people think racism is looking at the civil right videos,
they moved well beyond that sort of racism, they moved to dog whistle racism where people say things
that are meant to be racist but can backtrack and say it wasn’t meant to be racist. Whether they want to
address it or not, they need to and those who don’t want to, he felt should rethink their leadership roles
in the community. He would work on a point seven as suggested, that would create a subcommittee, but
he believed most of the points as outlined in the resolution can be handled by Public Health. When
looking at internal policies and procedures, that should go to the Administration Committee.
Lefebvre felt Pritzl had a very good idea and before they pass this, maybe there should be a committee,
looking at the whole thing. This was a very involved resolution, she wanted something simpler. She didn’t
know if she will support the resolution right now, she thinks they need a subcommittee to rework it. She
suggested the wording that Brown County recognizes that there can be racism and health and support all
local organizations along with the Brown County Health Department working on societal racism which
includes health.
Brusky would be in favor of a subcommittee. She addressed some of the wording of the resolution that
Supervisor Chu put forward, and briefly explained her recommended changes.
Chu saw this resolution as a major step and she felt somehow it was lost in communication that this was
bigger than the formal Public Health division. As they refer to what Public Health is here, they can almost
think of it as a quality of life. This acknowledges that racism is existing in economic, social, and political
forms that there are power dynamics and because of that long deep history that so many supervisors
have spoken to, there’s been a lot of incremental building of policies that have this cumulative impact
today of creating a health crisis for people of color. That’s redlining, that’s 100s of years of slavery, that’s
so many different things. As Sieber mentioned, racism used to be super obvious and it took governing
bodies to come together to set policy and intention in their leadership to shift away from those very
micro racist standards and policies. So now they are able because there was a critical mass of people,
white folks and folks of color who have observed and have the language to understand that racism is
existing in more subtle forms. Every time they include a zip code in some sort of formula or algorithm,
maybe a funding algorithm, which is inherently racist because of policies that were set that caused white
flight and redlining of districts. These are very tiny ways that built upon decades that have given us these
policies that we sit with today. It was definitely not her intension, she never thought of there being some
sort of punitive penalty of the county exerting themselves in that position and that was not the intention
of how the language read to her. She felt they should create language in a resolution that will make that
clear. That internal policy and procedure process was where the county did the internal work that they
need to do to root our policies that are discriminatory which was no one single persons fault or blame.
This was about taking care of it because they all called it out and know it to be an issue and moving
forward all together and being transparent about it. She was also not willing to shy away from doing this
really hard thing while being in this decision maker position that she’s in. They heard from so many other
community members and leaders of organizations who are in the work with them so she thinks some
version of the resolution should mention a community group that they do this work with because it was
a giant lift and it’s going to require all of us collectively working together. Acknowledging that as
individuals, they might not understand what that is to be burdened by racist policies and in those
moments the best thing they can do is look to these other black and brown leaders of organizations that
are advocating for their black and brown community members to hear their voices. Brusky noted that
she did not see this as a policing document with getting penalties assessed to people, it was more of a
policy with some determination of action.
Evans stated this document doesn’t have anything with penalties but if they do pass something, he
understood what Pritzl said but the County Board is who sets a ramifications and penalties. They can say
let’s pass this but I don’t want ramifications or penalties but that doesn’t mean anything. He agreed with
Lefebvre, the resolution should probably be stripped down a bit and made more pin point. If this passes,

because racism is big, they should be having specific penalties and there better be consequences. That
will be addressed at a different time if this passes. Otherwise it was a feel good resolution with no teeth
and nothing will get done.
Borchardt felt they needed to have a board made up of community members, County Board members,
people from Public Health and these organizations to hammer this out. Her recommendation would be
to have a subcommittee to come up with objectives and goals they can achieve together. Then it wasn’t
just about the County Board or the county and doesn’t fall just to the government. It was a community
effort and that’s where it should stay and be, along with the County Board helping to drive some of it.
Lefebvre apologized for not being able to attend last month and holding this up, this is very important
and they need to take their time and that’s why a subcommittee would be very important.
Erickson echoed the importance of what a subcommittee could bring to this conversation because this
will continue to be a one sided conversation if people that are most directly impacted are left out. Those
are the voices of leadership that they would benefit from taking into greater consideration than they had
up until this point.
Chu agreed, she was down for a subcommittee. It really rang true to what the work of addressing
systemic racism looks like and so many other spaces. Public, political and private sector is usually in a
collective effort so it makes a lot of sense. She would offer that it would be beneficial to be a
subcommittee of the general board instead of Human Services as it caused a little confusion. This has
been the space to surface this discussion but it would allow other supervisors to join in on the work. She
concurred that it should be with community members as well. Further, she would recommend that the
resolution could be changed and provided recommendations. An action of this resolution passing would
be the creation of that subcommittee to accomplish simplifying this down, making this declaration and
creating an action focused subcommittee to the Board of Supervisors that would be addressing this
without community partners.
Evans informed that the committee chair had the discretion and authority to set up a subcommittee. She
doesn’t need County Board approval for this. A motion can be made and passed to say they were going
to send this resolution to the Human Services Chair and the chair will meet with interested parties to
establish a task force. Sieber believed they changed that a few years ago that it had to get County Board
approval. Evans responded, they can do a task force. Chapter 2.05(8) outlines how to create a sub and ad
hoc committee. Brusky felt a work group would simplify things.
A brief discussion ensued with possible changes to the resolution.
Motion made by Supervisor Sieber, seconded by Supervisor Borchardt to modify the resolution to
strike current points 2 – 6 and add new point number 2. Creates a subcommittee/work group, inclusive
of community advocates, to identify ways Brown County Government can address racism in its work.
Vote taken. Ayes: Brusky, Sieber, Jacobson, Borchardt; Nays: Evans. MOTION CARRIED
Motion made by Supervisor Sieber, seconded by Supervisor Jacobson to approve as amended. Vote
taken. Ayes: Brusky, Sieber, Jacobson, Borchardt; Nays: Evans. MOTION CARRIED.
Wind Turbine Update
3.
Receive new information – Standing Item.
Sieber knew this was a hot topic in the past but there hasn’t been anything on it. Suggested striking and
allowing people to speak under public comment.
Motion made by Supervisor Borchardt, Seconded by Supervisor Sieber to receive and place on file.
Vote taken. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Veterans
4.
Director’s Report.

